Anthrax toxin is made up of three proteins: the edema factor (EF), lethal factor (LF) enzymes, and the multifunctional protective antigen (PA). Proteolytically activated PA heptamerizes, binds the EF͞LF enzymes, and forms a pore that allows for EF͞LF passage into host cells. Using directed mutagenesis, we identified three LF-PA contact points defined by a specific disulfide crosslink and two pairs of complementary charge-reversal mutations. These contact points were consistent with the lowest energy LF-PA complex found by using Rosetta protein-protein docking. These results illustrate how biochemical and computational methods can be combined to produce reliable models of large complexes. The model shows that EF and LF bind through a highly electrostatic interface, with their flexible N-terminal region positioned at the entrance of the heptameric PA pore and thus poised to initiate translocation in an N-to C-terminal direction.
B
acillus anthracis, the causative agent of anthrax, secretes three monomeric proteins, protective antigen (PA), edema factor (EF), and lethal factor (LF), that are collectively referred to as anthrax toxin (1) . After its proteolytic activation and assembly into oligomeric complexes, PA can mediate the delivery of the two catalytic factors, EF and LF, into the host cell cytosol, where they can access their substrates. EF, an 89-kDa calmodulin-dependent adenylate cyclase, elevates levels of cAMP (2) . LF, named for its lethal effect in animals, is a 90-kDa zinc protease that has been shown to cleave and inactivate mitogen-activated protein kinase-kinases (3, 4) .
The current model for intoxication involves a multistep mechanism, the first step being binding of the 83-kDa PA monomer (PA 83 ) to a host-cell surface receptor (1). Binding is followed by proteolytic cleavage of PA 83 , resulting in the removal of a 20-kDa fragment (PA 20 ) from the N terminus (5) . The remaining 63-kDa PA (PA 63 ) is then able to oligomerize, forming a heptameric, soluble prepore (6) , which, in turn, binds a maximum of three molecules of EF and͞or LF (7). The limit of three has been proposed to derive from EF and LF having a footprint of binding that encompasses two PA 63 subunits (8) . The entire complex of the (PA 63 ) 7 prepore and bound catalytic factor(s) is internalized into an endosome by receptor-mediated endocytosis (9) . The increasing acidity of the endosome causes a conformational change in the prepore assembly, allowing it to penetrate the endosomal membrane and form a pore (1) . This pore is thought to allow for the translocation of fully or partially unfolded EF or LF through the endosomal membrane into the cytosol, where catalysis can occur (10, 11) . EF and LF have entirely different catalytic activities but share at their N termini a common domain with significant sequence and structural homology (12, 13) . This domain, referred to as EF N or LF N , contains the site that allows EF and LF to bind PA competitively and with high affinity (K d Ϸ 1 nM) (14) . EF N and LF N share a cluster of seven conserved amino acids that were shown by site-directed mutagenesis and a cell-surface binding assay to be important for binding PA (15) . These residues form a relatively flat surface with dimensions of Ϸ10-15 Å (Fig. 1a) . Two of the seven amino acids are Asp residues and are likely to give the binding site a net negative charge.
Binding of EF͞LF depends on and potentially drives the oligomerization of PA 63 (16) . This interaction was discovered through the use of two oligomerization-deficient forms of PA, each mutated on a different PA 63 -PA 63 contact face. Neither form of PA alone is able to oligomerize or bind ligand, either in solution or on cells. However, when the two mutant forms of PA are combined, there is one wild-type interface that allows for dimer formation in the presence of ligand. The discovery that stable PA 63 -PA 63 dimers formed only in the presence of ligand led to the hypothesis that the EF͞LF-binding site spanned two PA 63 subunits. Mutations were introduced into each of the two oligomerization-deficient forms of PA to map the single ligandbinding site within dimeric PA (8) . The results suggested that the EF͞LF-binding site was formed by two clusters of residues separated by Ϸ30 Å in the PA dimer (Fig. 1b) . The two clusters are located on a relatively flat surface and are positively charged, because combined they contain three Arg and three Lys residues.
In this study, we docked LF N across a PA-dimer interface in two distinct orientations and evaluated these models computationally by using only their computed energies. Independently, we explored the binding by directed mutagenesis. Cys-scanning mutagenesis revealed a site where a specific disulfide crosslink can form between bound LF N and PA, and we also found two pairs of electrostatic interactions by charge-reversal mutagenesis. The three contact points identified by the mutational analysis define a single orientation of LF N , and this orientation coincides with the lowest energy model that emerged from the computational analysis. The binding orientation yields insights into the subsequent steps of the entry process of LF and EF, including their unfolding and translocation through the PA pore.
Materials and Methods
Modeling the Structure of the LFN-PA Dimer Complex. To reduce computational time, the PA 63 -PA 63 dimer was truncated to include residues 177-260 (the subdomain that contains the EF͞LF-binding site) and 458-595 (a subdomain that mediates oligomerization). The manually docked models were used as a starting point for sampling the surrounding free energy landscape by using many independent Monte Carlo minimization trajectories according to a Rosetta-Dock protocol described in refs. 17 and 18. Briefly, the rigid degrees of freedom of the starting model are randomly perturbed, and the perturbed model is subjected first to low-resolution refinement and then to high-resolution refinement. In the high-resolution refinement step, the side-chain and backbone degrees of freedom are optimized simultaneously in the context of a detailed all-atom energy function dominated by short-range hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions, and desolvation. The rms deviation (rmsd) values were calculated over the LF N molecule after superposition of the PA dimer with the starting model. (19) and pET15b-LF N (1-263) (15) constructs, respectively, by using the QuikChange method (Stratagene) of site-directed mutagenesis. 35 S-labeled LF N proteins were produced by in vitro transcription͞translation by using a TNT coupled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega). Otherwise, PA and LF N were expressed and purified from Escherichia coli as described in refs. 20 and 21. PA was activated by using a trypsin-to-PA ratio of 1:1,000 (wt͞wt). The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 30 min and quenched with a 10 M excess of soybean trypsin inhibitor.
Disulfide Crosslinking. Activated PA was incubated with an equimolar amount of LF N in the presence of excess DTT for 1 h on ice to allow for binding. The PA-LF N mixture was applied to a Sephadex G-25 column (Amersham Pharmacia) to remove DTT and exchange the complex into a buffer containing 50 mM NaCl and 20 mM Tris⅐Cl (pH 8.0). Samples were allowed to oxidize for 10 min before adding N-ethylmaleimide to quench any remaining free cysteines. The proteins were precipitated with trichloroacetic acid, resuspended in SDS buffer, and then analyzed by SDS͞PAGE using a 7.5% acrylamide͞SDS gel. Gels were stained with Coomassie blue.
Binding Assay for Charge-Reversal Mutations. PA-mediated binding of 35 S-labeled LF N was performed on CHO-K1 cells (CCL-61, American Type Culture Collection) as described in ref. 22 . Supplies for cell culture media were from Invitrogen. Cells were grown in Ham's F-12 medium supplemented with 10% calf serum, 500 units͞ml penicillin G, and 500 units͞ml streptomycin sulfate and were maintained as monolayers in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO 2 . The cells (2 ϫ 10 5 cells per well) were incubated on ice with 2.4 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 M trypsin-nicked PA for 1 h. The cells were washed with PBS and incubated on ice with 35 S-labeled LF N for 1 h. Cells were washed three times with PBS and treated with lysis buffer, and the radioactive content was determined by scintillation counting.
Results
Creating a Model of LFN Bound to a PA Dimer. LF N was manually docked on a truncated PA dimer in two orientations that differed by Ϸ180° (Fig. 1c) . In the first orientation (Fig. 1c Left), the PA-binding site on LF N was aligned to subsite I of PA to maximize both the charge complementarity between the negatively and positively charged amino acids and the overlap of (8) . One cluster contains residues P205, I207, I210, K214, K197, and R200 (subsite I). The second cluster contains R178 and the K197 and R200 residues from the neighboring PA 63 subunit (subsite II). (Note: The P205A mutant was not tested in the dimeric background but is likely part of the first subsite because of its proximity to I207. K197 and R200, which were originally tested only in the context of subsite II, have recently been shown to participate in subsite I as well; H.C.L., unpublished work.) Approximate dimensions of the site are indicated by distances of the K214 C␣ to the R200 C␣ of the same subunit (16 Å) and the neighboring subunit (30 Å). Coordinates for LF N and the PA63-PA63 dimer were obtained from the 1J7N (12) and 1TZO (25) crystal structures, respectively. (c) LFN was manually docked on the PA dimer in two orientations that differed by Ϸ180°.
hydrophobic residues. In the second orientation (Fig. 1c Right) , the negatively charged residues of the LF N PA-binding site were aligned to PA subsite II. Both models were then subjected to refinement by using the Rosetta-Dock protocol. To sample the free-energy landscape in the vicinity of the manually docked models, we carried out 3,000 independent refinement trajectories starting from random perturbations of the starting models (see Materials and Methods) . Whereas the refinement of models from the second orientation did not result in an energetic minimum (data not shown), the energy landscape produced by the refinement from the first orientation (Fig. 2) contained a pronounced energy minimum. Alignment of the PA dimers indicates that, in these low-energy models, LF N differs from the starting model by Ϸ20 Å rmsd. Dramatic energy funnels, such as this one, were found post facto to be strong indicators of the correctness of a prediction in the double-blind Critical Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI) protein-protein docking experiment in which a number of the predictions made by using the Rosetta-Dock protocol turned out to have close to atomic-level accuracy (18, 23) . We chose the lowest energy model generated, the lowest energy point in Fig. 2 , as our prediction. It should be emphasized that the model was selected based on energy criteria alone, and that no experimental information was used other than that implicit in the manually docked starting structures.
Identification of a Disulfide Crosslink Between LFN Y108C and PA N209C. Because neither LF nor PA contains cysteine, introducing cysteines by site-directed mutagenesis represents a straightforward method to test for formation of disulfide crosslinks with binding. First, heptameric, wild-type PA 63 or PA 63 N209C was incubated with wild-type LF N or one of seven LF N mutants: Y108C, K110C, Y118C, Q132C, S134C, D136C, and Q228C. Binding was allowed to occur in the presence of excess DTT to prevent the formation of nonspecific disulfides. The DTT was then removed, and the samples were allowed to oxidize briefly before being treated with N-ethylmaleimide. The formation of a disulfide crosslink between LF N Y108C and PA 63 N209C was visible as a slow-mobility band on an SDS gel that could be disrupted in the presence of DTT (Fig. 3) . This band was shown by Western blotting with anti-PA and anti-LF N antibodies to contain both PA and LF N (data not shown). The crosslink formed selectively, because LF N K110C, Y118C, Q132C, S134C, D136D, and Q228C did not form crosslinks when incubated with PA 63 N209C (data not shown). Likewise, LF N Y108C did not crosslink with PA 63 S186C (data not shown).
Identification of Complementary Charge-Reversal Mutations That Can
Rescue Binding. The LF N -and PA-binding surfaces are notable in that they contain a large number of negatively and positively charged residues, respectively. The idea that electrostatics might play an important role in the binding interaction suggested that it might be possible to exchange a specific negative residue in LF N and a positive residue in PA in a way that would not compromise the binding interaction.
Reversing the charge in six of the positively charged residues of PA (R178D, K197D, R200E, K213E, K214E, and K218E) inhibited binding of wild-type LF N , (binding was observed at 0-63% of wild-type levels, Fig. 4) . Similarly, substituting a lysine for LF N D187 reduced PA-binding to 3% of wild-type levels. Pairing the LF N D187K mutant with each of the six PA chargereversal mutants restored binding to 120% of wild-type levels in the case of the LF N D187K-PA K213E pair but had no significant effect on the other five PA mutants (Fig. 4) . After identifying the LF N D187K-PA K213E pair, LF N D187K also Fig. 2 . The Rosetta-Dock model of the LFN-PA dimer complex lies in a deep energy funnel. Three thousand independent trajectories were carried out, starting from the manually docked model. The energy for each structure (arbitrary units) is plotted against the rmsd between LF N molecules when the PA subunits from the manually docked and final models are aligned. There is a dramatic energy funnel around 20 Å from the starting model. The lowest energy structure also is the center of the largest cluster of low-energy models, and it is our most reliable model for this complex. was tested against PA K213D and shown to restore binding to 130% of wild-type levels (Fig. 4) .
A similar experiment was conducted in which a LF N E142K mutant was paired against the seven PA charge-reversal mutants. Although the LF N E142K mutant on its own was not defective in binding wild-type PA (it binds at 116% of the wild-type level), the mutation rescued the binding defect in K218E, such that binding for the pair was at 128% that of wild-type (Fig. 4) . E142K failed to complement the binding defects in the other six PA mutants tested.
Discussion
The goal for this study was to generate a model for how LF N binds to and is oriented on PA. Simple docking was initially confounded by the large discrepancy in size of the two putative binding sites (Fig. 1 a and b) . To circumvent this problem, we adopted three approaches to further explore this molecular interface.
The first was to model the complex in two extremely different orientations and then select a model based solely on their energies. The flat, rectangular shape of the surfaces containing the LF N -and PA-binding sites, along with the clusters of negatively and positively charged residues within these binding sites, suggested that, to a first approximation, LF N would bind the PA dimer in one of two orientations (Fig. 1c) . We docked LF N to a PA dimer in orientations that differed by Ϸ180°and submitted both models to energetic minimization using a Rosetta-Dock protocol. We observed a dramatic energy funnel for the model in which the PA-binding site of LF N was docked to PA subsite I (Fig. 2) .
The second approach was to identify one or more points where a disulfide crosslink could be effected between LF N and PA. We chose residues in LF N and PA that were located near the binding sites but where alanine substitution had been shown not to affect binding (8, 15) . We introduced cysteine mutations in these positions and observed a specific disulfide crosslink between LF N Y108C and PA N209C (Fig. 3) . In the energetically favorable model, the distance between LF N Y108 and PA N209 is consistent with a disulfide being able to form if cysteines were substituted at these positions (Fig. 5a) .
The final approach was designed to identify pairs of charged residues in the two proteins that could be reversed without inhibiting the interaction; this approach also was expected to yield insights into the importance of electrostatics in the LF N -PA interaction. We found that reversing the charge of certain residues in LF N or PA could inhibit binding to the wild-type and yellow) , the LFN E135, E142, and D187 residues are shown in red; the PA K197, K213 and K218 residues are shown in blue; and the LF N Y108 -PA N209 pair from the disulfide crosslinking experiment is shown in green. (Note: The E135 and K197 residues are predicted to interact based on the model but were not able to complement each other in a charge-reversal experiment.) As modeled, the bulk of LF N's contacts are with a single PA63 subunit (light pink), but contacts do exist with the neighboring PA63 subunit (yellow). The N-and C-terminal helices of LFN are shown in green and bright pink, respectively. (b) A close-up of the modeled interface between LFN and PA subsite I suggests a large number of electrostatic interactions and a buried LF N His residue. Residues from LFN and PA that may form electrostatic interactions are shown in red and blue, respectively. LF N H229 and Y236 were identified as the two most important residues for binding PA (15) and are shown in green, whereas the three important hydrophobic residues from the PA ligand-binding site (8) are shown in purple. (c) An aerial view of the PA heptamer-LF N complex in which three LF N molecules are bound. The footprint for LFN contacts on the PA dimer is shown in gray. LFN does not make contacts with residues R178 and R200 at subsite II. The three experimentally obtained PA contact points (K213, N209, and K218) are shown in red, green, and purple, respectively. The N-and C-terminal helices of LF N are shown in green and bright pink, respectively. (d) A cartoon side view of the LFN-PA complex in which only one LFN (blue) is bound. PA is depicted as a cartoon cutaway to emphasize the interior lumen of the heptameric ring. As modeled, the N-terminal helix of LF N (green) points toward the interior of the heptameric ring, whereas the C-terminal helix (bright pink) points upward and away from the heptamer, thereby allowing room for the LF catalytic domain. The N-terminal 26 residues of LF N are drawn in cartoon format as a black line and can potentially insert into the prepore lumen. LF translocation is thought to be initiated by the LF N terminus and occur through the lumen of the heptameric ring (11, 24) .
partner protein and reasoned that pairing these charge-reversal mutants so that they could maintain an electrostatic interaction might rescue binding for these otherwise defective mutants. We identified two such pairs of charge-reversal mutants: LF N D187K-PA K213D͞K213E and LF N E142K-PA K218E, suggesting that the LF N D187-PA K213 and LF N E142-PA K218 residues are close in the LF N -PA complex (Fig. 4) . In the low-energy model, the charge pairs are located on either side of the disulfide crosslink (Fig. 5a) . Although the Rosetta-Dock protocol does not emphasize electrostatics, the model suggests that, with modest rearrangement of side chain rotamers, these pairs of residues should be close enough to form favorable electrostatic interactions.
Alignment of the PA molecules from the energetically favorable model and its starting model reveals that LF N has shifted by a rmsd of 20 Å. This large departure from the starting model is because of a twist in LF N that unexpectedly minimizes the interaction of LF N with PA subsite II. As modeled, LF N contacts the K197 residue of the PA 63 -PA 63 interface but does not make any direct contacts with R178 and R200 (the two other residues of the second subsite suggested by the mutagenesis work done in the PA dimer; ref. 8) (Figs. 1b and 5c ). We found that it was not possible to identify an alternate low-energy model in which LF N could interact with these residues. One possibility is that there is a conformational change in LF N and͞or PA that could not be modeled by using rigid backbone structures. We now question, however, whether LF N -dependent dimerization of the oligomerization-deficient PA mutants yielded an unambiguous map of binding defects. Because R178, K197, and R200 are located at the dimer interface, it is possible that mutation of these residues causes oligomerization defects and does not directly affect ligand binding. Because PA dimers are formed only in the presence of ligand, it is difficult to distinguish these two possibilities. Given that the subsite II data may not reflect LF N binding and that the model recapitulates the independently identified disulfide and electrostatic pairs, we propose the low-energy model as a reliable prediction of the LF N -PA dimer complex structure. The fact that a purely energy-based prediction can reproduce the experimental results quite well and even point at possible incorrect information is encouraging and demonstrates that highresolution structure prediction can make useful contributions to the structural characterization of a protein-protein interface, particularly in conjunction with experimental data. The combination of experimental and computational methods in this study may represent the beginning of a new paradigm for structure determination as computational methods become more accurate and structural biologists seek to understand larger and more complex systems that are less amenable to traditional highresolution structure-determination methods.
The energetically favorable model has LF N spanning two neighboring PA 63 subunits with a buried surface area of 2,300 Å 2 ( Fig. 5 a and c) . Although no experiments were conducted on the EF N -PA interaction for this study, the EF N structure aligns to the LF N of the refined model with an rmsd of 1. (Fig. 1a) and the PA ligand-binding subsite I (Fig.  1b) with a significant number of electrostatic interactions (Fig.  5b) . The interface also contains a buried His residue contributed by LF N , H229. The prevalence of charged residues at the interface may be relevant to the pH dependence of the subsequent steps of translocation. The low pH of the endosome triggers conversion of the PA heptameric prepore to the pore and initiates the process of ligand translocation. Low pH also seems to aid the unfolding of LF N , a process required to transport such a large molecule through the narrow pore lumen (10) . Because the enzymatic ligand ultimately needs to be released from the heptamer surface to be translocated, there may be a pH dependence to the binding affinity as well. This pH dependence could be achieved by having a high number of charged and͞or titratable residues at the interface.
An electrostatic interaction also may be involved in LF N 's contacts with the PA 63 -PA 63 interface, because the model indicates that LF N E135 and the K197 residue from the neighboring PA subunit will be in close proximity (Fig. 5a ). An attempt to verify this interaction by pairing charge-reversal mutants was unsuccessful (data not shown) but may reflect the fact that PA K197 contributes to the binding interaction from both subunits (Fig. 1b) . Despite the lack of direct contacts with R178 and R200 of subsite II, the model does suggest that LF N spans an interface and structurally occludes the neighboring subunit of PA (Fig. 5c ). This occlusion is consistent with the observations that only three molecules of EF͞LF͞LF N can bind the heptamer at one time (7) and that the PA 63 dimer formed from two nonoligomerizing mutants binds only a single LF N molecule (16) . Finally, the model indicates that the N-terminal ␣-helix of LF N is oriented over the luminal space of the PA heptamer ( Fig. 5 c and d) . This helix, corresponding to residues 27-43, represents the first visible part of the LF N crystal structure, because the N-terminal 26 residues are presumably disordered (12) . It has been shown that the N terminus initiates the translocation of LF N through the lumen of the PA heptameric pore (24) . Having LF N bound such that the N-terminal helix is poised above this opening should facilitate this process and may mean that the N-terminal 26 residues can bind inside the prepore lumen before the beginning of pore formation and translocation (Fig. 5d) . 
